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ABSTRACT

geophysical investigation was undertaken
LT the Bureau of Lineral Tesources "ietaeen 2ipril and June,
1955 at the Carcoar cobalt deposits, IT.S.d.^The survey
was mode in order to augment previous geological and
radiometric work over the cnalt-uranium workings. The
Department of Cines, 11.S. -1., as the result of a geological
report by -_. O. Rayner and^ aleh (1950 advocated the
geophysical survey.

Tagnetic, self-jeotential and electromagnetic
methods were used, and some geochemical sampling was also
done.

• The magnetic method was successful in outlining
the extent of the mein diorite intrusive. Tv:ain occurrences
of Cobalt-uranium mineralisation appear to be concentrated
along the slate/diorite contact over a 'nelt approximately
700 feet wide. Continuation of radiometric -2roseecting i3
recommended along this boundary to the north-east and south-
west. Some magnetic anomalies in the central southern section
cannot at present be correlated with mineralisation.

Electromagnetic methods gave a series of indications
varying from very weak to strong and which are believed to
delineate a shear system in the area. Varying conductivity
along the shears and the results of . geochemical asa7. , ,s indicate
local mineralisation in the shear system. The indications
show two main directions of strike, those trending NWT: having .

some control of uranium concentratio13because radioactive
anomalies apear to strike parallel to these and are confine- d
to the margins of, and between zones of, high. electrical
conductivity.

Self-potential observations gave no useful results
over some test traveses and were discontinued.

Some samles were tested geochemically for coer,
cobalt and uranium, and gave ::.)ositive analyses for canner
over some electro-magnetic anomalies. Copper, asays showed
well pronounced maxima practically coinciding with the
electromagnetic indications. Uranium assays did not show
such good agreement.

:xploration of the deposits should be started by
trenching. . This should be followed by diamond drilling,
subject to study of the information obtained from the
trenches. Locations for twelve trenches are suggested.
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• IYTRODUCTION

The Carcoar cobalt workings are situated about one
mile south of..Carcoar township, which is some 40 miles south-
west of BathUrst, New South 'Iales (fl.ate 1). '2he geophysical
survey desc: - ibed in this report was made between April and
June, 1955, by the Bureau of Eineral Resources as a result
of a recuest by tlae N.S.W. Department of Mines.^request
was based mainly on the results of a geological investigation
made by Rayne -Y. and Ralph (1954). The survey was made with
the object of augmenting the geological and radiometric data
already obtained, and planning a development programme.
Geophysical work was done in sections of Portions I, 2, 3,
0 and 9, I2.arich of Shaw, County of Bathurst.

A preliminary report on the results of the
geophysical survey (Daly, 1955) was issued in S'eptember, 1955,

The mineral leases are held by a syndicate, and
uranium minerals are known near old cobalt and. coper workings,
The area is accessible to vehicles, and the moderate topography
and open grazing country are suitable for geo:.hysical prospecting
methods..

2. HISTORY ^PREVIOUS SUR=S.

Torberni'te, closely associated with cobalt, was
first recorded in the area by G. tJ. Card (1890 and autunite
was confirmed in a samole from the cobalt workings in 1916.
The area was worked for cobalt from 1891 to 1895 for a total
production of about 110 tons of cobalt ore.

During an examination of museum mineral specimens
for radioactivity, it was found that samles of molybdenite
and cobalt ore from Carcoar were strongly radioactive. After
this, radiometric investigations were made in the Carcoar area
by the 7,ureau of iLineral esources in 1950/51 (Daly, Dyson
and Pearce, 1951).

The geOlogy of the area has been reported on by
atheson (1952,)  a previous survey by - ruce and Langley (1949)

supplying regional data.

A n airborne scintillometer survey by the T7ureau
(Daly, 1953) indicated small anomalies over and near the
cobalt deposits.

A detailed ground radiometric survey was made over
a larger area by officers of the N. S..7. Department of Mines
(Rayner and Ralph, 1954).

3. C-:.:OLOGY

- The following geological description is based
mainly on the report by 1 ,iatheson (1952), and the results of
his detailed survey are reproduced as Plate 2.

The cobalt-uranium de ,,Dosits occur in a narrow belt
along the southern limits of a hornblende-diorite body, which
forms the nose of a south-pitching regional anticline.
Granite forms the core of this structure and is thought to
be the origin of the mineralising solutions. An area of
silicified Silurian slates abuts the diorite and is terminated
in the south-east by a suite of crushed andesites and tuffs.
Both slates and volcanics are intruded by diorite sills and
dykes and the area is crossed by a well-developed shear system,
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Radioactive minerals are associated with cobalt
minerals and molybdenite, the latter occurring mainly in the
north-eastern workings. Cineralisation in the form of small
lenses, isconfined to a zone in the slates along the contact
of the main diorite mass, and is controlled to some degree by
the shearing. Matheson records two main directions of
shearing, one striking approximately north and one N.30 0 .
CopT, er occurrences in the sues are attributed to the same
mineralisation period concomitant :with the Blayney granite.

Two narrow silicified zones -occur on a north-easterly
strike, parallel with the slate bedding. Their abrut term-
ination and other geological and geophysical evidence suggest
the existence of a fault plane striking N.20°W, lining with
the shear outcrop shown on Plate 2,

. F=D OPTRATIONS.

In AT,'ril 1955, J. Daly, supervising geophysicist,
accompanied by D. L. D.owston, party leader, made an inspection
of the area and decided upon the orientation of the grid.
After the arrival of P. Legge-ilkinson, surveyor, from the
Department of the Interior, Canberra, a traverse (10Y) was
pegged and all geoehysical methods tested. Upon the successful
completion of these preliminary tests the complete grid
(Plate 3) was laid out and the geophysical investigation
commenced.

After the return of J. -Daly to Melbourne, J. Horvath
(senior geophysicist) visited the area and was present during
the early stages of the field work. R. Griffin of the

Department of -Lines assisted in the survey as observer
for a few days, and P. E. Stott, geophysicist, assisted in the
latter part of the survey.

5. S -LL::CTION 2,1TD^P11.,ICABILITY OF li:;.L .HODS.

The following geophysical methods ware used

(a) gnetic.

(b) Self-potential.

(c) :::lectromagnetic.

(d) Geochemical.

(a) fagnetic.

Vertical magnetic force observations were made,
as it was considered possible that magnetic intensity
variations would occur near the slate/diorite contact and
over the cobalt workings. ':Jwo ':R3tts Vertical Force Variometers
(Nos. 61319 and 63107) were used, each with a sensitivity
of about 30 gammas per scale division, - adins were made
at intervals of 25 feet or 50 feet, according to gradient,
along the traverses shown on Plate 4. '_,:raverses were 100
feet aart. Observations were corrected, reduced to an
arbitrary zero, i.e. the value at base station 800 Y: on 10 -1r
and plotted as profiles. A contour map of the results is
shown on 'I'lcte 4.

(b) Self-ootential,

Because of the occurrence of copper minerals and
pyrite in quartz outcrops, measurements were made of natural
earth potentials, which may be caused by chemical reactions
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during active oxidation of sulphide bodies above the
ground-water table. 'However, readings with a Cambridge
pH and S.P. meter indicated only normal surface fluctuations
over selected testtraverses 10N to 15N and 6, and the
measurements wee therefore discontinued:

(c) ]Ilectromagnetic.

Two electromagnetic prosecting instruments were .
used in the survey,namely2 .-

(i) Turam.

(ii) Slingram.

In electromagnetic work an alternating erimary
field is set up in the area under investigation. If, within
the limits of this field, there are zones of relatively high
conductivity, secondary currents are formed in the subsurface
and are apparent at the surface as secondary fields. The
-product of the -primary and secondary fields results in an
ellipse of polarisation. Determination of the components of
this ellipse in amplitude and phase, and subtraction of the
effects of the primary field, reveals the presence of any
conductive bodies.

Sulphide mineralisation, graphitic schists,
shearing and faulting are among the possible causes of such
secondary fields.

Many rarameters, such as the size, dis -aositon and
-e continuity of ore bodies, exciting frecuency, conductivity of

soil cover and the relative conductivity of lode and country
rock make mathematical treatment difficult.. lAs the interpre-
tation depends upon 'several variable factors, all geological
information available must be taken into consideration.

The Turam and Slingram equipments, although employing
the same principles of field excitation and observation, differ
in the means of providing the primary field and in the
presentation of results.

In the '22uram method the primary field is ,provided
by an audio-frequency motor generator ahich suaplies cua:rent
through a long insulated cable. Test results are obtained if the
cable is oriented parallel to the strike of the mineralisation
and earthed by ground spikes at both. ends. Traverses are
pegged at right angles to the cable.

The field distribution is Observed by two electrically
identical coils, a complex resistance bridge and null point
indication device. . The equipment measures the ratio of
intensities and the phase difference between the two coils,
which are ke .ot at a constant separation.

Traverses were 100 feet apart with observation
points every 25 feet along each traverse. The coils were
100 feet apart and the frecuency of the primary field was
440 n.P.s.

The primary cable was laid along the baseline (00)
and extended from 30T. to 503. -To Obtain complete coverae
of the area to be surveyed it was later•relaid along 700:7.
It was found that Observations within 200 feet of fences were
useless because of the disturbed fields, and these areas had
to be omitted. Two additional traverses, 15,5N and 14.5N,
were surveyed to give greater detail over the main anomaly.
raevation difference between the coils were small and terrain
corrections were not necessary for Turam reductions. Observed

• ratios were corrected for primary field, and the reduced ratios



and phase differences were plotted as profiles and contours
(Plates 5 0 6 and 7).

The 31ingram instrument consists of two coils, an
alternating-current bridge am -alifier and head phones.. One
coil acts as a transmitter and is excited by a battery-driven
tube oscillator. The transmitter coil provides the primary
field and the search coil is used for observing the field
variations. The coils are kept at a constant distance apart.
Greater mobilit7 - of the eauinment re:sults from not being
bound to any fixed primary lay out. Observations are made
with res .aect to a reference nroportion of the primary field
and are read directly as percentagea of real and imaginary
components, taking a normal field. distribution as 100 per cent.

- The levels of all stations observed. are recuired, as terrain
corrections must be made.

In both instruments the coils are held in a horizontal
plane controlled by water levels, and only the vertical
component of the field is observed.

The area shown on Plate 5 was surveyed with the Turam
equipment, the S'lingram being used only on several test
traverses to compare results.

(d) Geochemical.

If soil samt)les are taken at some depth below
surface (usually about 2 feet) it is found that the soil
contains an anpreciabI7 higher amount of metal near a vein
than further away from it. The U.3. Durcau of Mines has
developed some very sensitive and rapid colorimatric methods
for the determination of small amounts of metal in the soil.
Dithizono, which assumes certain sha d es of colours in the

a^presence of very small amountsof copaer, lead or zinc, is
the organic reagent used. k weighed quantum of soil is
dissolved in boiling nitric acid and the solution is treated
with dithizone. ';:he colour of the dissolved sample is
compared with the colour of samples prepared from ._.nown
standard solutions. In this way, the metal content of the
soil at the various sample points can be estimated.

he soil samples wore taken by a now sampling
device consisting of a hard metal drilling bit daaiven from
the and .1Thver motor throa7h. a flexible drive. Only 50
samnles were taken - mainly on traverses 14N - and 16N - because
the equipment broke down and could not be repairodbcfore
the end of the survey.

6. DISCuSsION OP II::SULTS.

(a) L2anetic.

Results of the magnetic survey arc shown as contours
on Plates 4 and 0 and magnetic profiles along two selected
traverses (4S amd 15N) are shown on Plate 6 for comparison
with topographic and electromagnetic arofiles.

The outstanding feature of the agnetic observations
is the division of the area into two zones, one of high
magnetic intensity and the other comparatively undisturbed.

The highly magnetic zone in the north-west, with
intensities ranging fro 250 to 2,000 gammas, may reasonably
be . attributed to the hornblende-diorite. Diorite saecimens
froe outcrops on traverse 20Y exhibited strong oagnetic
,aroperties when tested in the field.
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Radioactivity appears to be concentrated along
the slate/diorite contact. This 3S9111 contact, apnroxiately
marked by the 250 gamma contour, does not coincide with the
mapped geological boundary, but may be more sharply defined
during development work. -

Radiometric indications are largely absent, however,
from the areas of high magnetic intensity i.e. the diorite.
Some exceptions are t)robably due to leaching and migration of
the uranium.

The main diorite mass is crossed by two parallel
troughs of low magnetic intensity striking N20W. One of these,
from 500 V12N to 300 -f/201T. coincides ap -sroximately with a weak
electromagnetic indication and the geologically•mopped shear
outcrop at 30017113N.. The other trough is narrower, and runs.
from 00/61 1 to 500'7/20N. These troughs may outline major shears
parallel with those to the west of Oarcoar.

The area south of the diorite contact is magnetically
uniform except for some small anomalies of unknown geological
cause. these anomalies, which arc of the order of 300 gammas,
strike generally north-east and occur over soil-covered slates,
They terminate abruptly in the north-east near the electromagnetic
indication south of the G workings,

The diorite dykes crossing the area show no
appreciable magnetic influence.

(b) ,i.ectromognetic.

7:lectromagnetic results are shown as l'uram ratio
contours (Plate 5), profiles (Plate 7) and as lines of
indications (Plate 3 -). 2elected Turam, Slingram and magnetic
profiles arc shown. on Plate 6.

Contours a"Jove 1.00 delineate zones of higher
conductivity and on Plate '8 the axes of these zones have been
classified as verv weak, weak, medium.and strong. They are
attributed to a system of shears, as they conform with the
direction of shears as reported by 'otheson (1952). Increased
values of electrical conductivity could be attributed to an
increase in the amount of mineralisation within the shear zone.
Coincidence of electrical indications and high copper values
in the gebchemical soil samples supports this assumption.

The indications, which. have been numbered 1 to 10 for
discussion purposes, show trends in two main directions,
namely N.300L and N.20 °W to N. Indications in the first group
are parallel to the slate bedding and the general strie of
the diorite dykes. Indications in the second group show
slight variations in strike, with the direction Y209 7f
predominating. They cut right through the slates, dykes
and main diorite.

Radiometric anomalies do not coincide directly with
the electromagnetic indications but they appear to be controlled
by them. Indications 3, 4 5 and 6, striking -f..30°r: y are the
most i7portant in this respect and are also within a few
hundred feet of the slate/diorite contact.

The highest Turam ratios occur over indication 2,
and this location, with its apparent high. conductivity and
higher copper values in the . soil samples, should be tested
by initial trenching and then by diamond drilling.

A continuous indic:tion tending to link with the
shear outcrop at 50(Z• on 18Y is outlined. by anomalies 1 and 10.
This indiction apeors to indicate a major structural feature
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parallel to the shear system west of Carcoar (Plate 1).
The highly silicified '(felsite) bonds crossing the leases
terminate abrustly on this indication. If the indication
is due to a fault then not only can the pre-fault felsite
be regarded as one continuous bed, but also all the cobalt-
copper-uranium workings would form a line of lenses between
the diorite and felsite. This assumption, if proved, could
aid materially in the investigation of the artent of the
mineralisation.

Indications 7, 3 and 9 form a smaller shear pattern
in the central southern section. One strong indication (No. 9)
is centred at 250T on 4g, Ninerclisation is not known in this
locality but further examination is warranted.

(c) Geochemical.

The results of the geochemical copper assays on
soil samtples, using the dithizono method, are shown on Plate 9,
together with the Turam ratios. The copper values are plotted
in Darts per million and show a well-defined curve which is in
good agreement with the electromagnetic results. The soil
cover in the area sampled is rather deep and no outcroas were
found in the neighbourhood. The soil samples wore also assayed
radiometrically for uranium and the results are shown on the
same plate, also in parts -ser million but on a larger scale.
Although the uranium assays also show a tendency to increase
in a similar manner, the agreement is not quite as good as in
the case of the copser assays.

The results of the geoch:emical assays are encouraging
and the sampling should be continued and estended. The
assaying was carried out in the ..tureau g s laboratory at
relbourne. The coper assays were done by A. Nicholson and
J. Horvath, and the uranium assays by D. Urquhart and

Tangron r Tabulated results of the geochemicel assar-s are
given at the end of this retort.

7, CONCLUSIONS A -PDi- corIDATIon.

1 1:agnetic anC electromagnetic msthods were
successful in the area, and several well-defined anomalies
were Observed. The self-hotential measurements were not
successful and were discontinued after preliminary tests had
been made.

P.adioactivity, in the main, is confined to slates
within a few hundred feet of the contact with. the diorite.
The diorite/slate contact appears to coincide roughly with
the 250 gamma contour. 'there is no known radioactivity over
the diorite mass in the magnetically disturbed area to the
north-west, but the two areas of low intensity and the basin
structure centred on 8007i8N should be investigated for
radioactivity. No rock type has been found to account for
the rather weal: magnetic anomaly in the southern section.
.:J-(3 indications of radioactivity have been observed in this
area and no other mineraliation is at present known.

Further exploration should be carried out along
the slate/diorite contact to the north-east and south-west,

Inectromagnetic observations gave a series of
indications which are .considered to be due to shears. The
location of the indications is consistent with geological
evidence of shearing. The variation in electrical conductivity
of these indications is rsrobably due to some degree of
mineralisation. There is a strong hossibility that Indication
No. 2 coincides with good. mineralisation, as it shows high
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7.
ratios and hin:h: cop;)er asa7s in .soil sairnles.

aso'ys of soil samples for coper
310 7; ver7 close ap;rec ..nent with the electromagnetic rsults.
On the t'7o tr;)yeracs saarplcd (14:1' and 1.5), the electronetic
indication end t€. hihest catyper values coincid. closely.
'zhe uroniu assays do not shot such close agrecent vrith the
electroagnetic indiction and are rzlatively lo and more
erratic. .

'):wo main directions of shearing are outlined, the
.shears striing N.30L being the most important. Radiootric
anomalies are roughly parallel to this direction end 7.Jetween,
or along the margins of, the electromagnetic indications.

:xploration should be started with. trenching and
detailed geolo,c,:icel and radiometric investigation as trenching
pl'oceeds, '2renchin should disclose and prove the geological
cause of the geophysical indications and facilitate a more
dctoiled interpretation. Soil samples for ,7eochemicl analyses
should be toen over a larger area, asecially between
traverses 3f.. and 201 1 .

Sites for t -lcive trenches to test the electromagnetic
indications are shown on ?late 3,

8 .
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